RNA-directed DNA methylation.
Double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) and their 'diced' small RNA products can guide key developmental and defense mechanisms in eukaryotes. Some RNA-directed mechanisms act at a post-transcriptional level to degrade target messenger RNAs. However, dsRNA-derived species can also direct changes in the chromatin structure of DNA regions with which they share sequence identity. For example, plants use such RNA species to lay down cytosine methylation imprints on identical DNA sequences, providing a fundamental mark for the formation of transcriptionally silent heterochromatin. Thus, RNA can feed backwards to modulate the accessibility of information stored in the DNA of cognate genes. RNA triggers for DNA methylation can come from different sources, including invasive viral, transgene or transposon sequences, and in some cases are derived from single-stranded RNA precursors by RNA-dependent RNA polymerases. The mechanism by which RNA signals are translated into DNA methylation imprints is currently unknown, but two plant-specific types of cytosine methyltransferase have been implicated in this process. RNA can also direct heterochromatin formation in fission yeast and Drosophila, but in these organisms the process occurs in the absence of DNA methylation.